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Impact of social identities of adults during the pandemic
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Risk Factors (Increase Risk)

 Neuroticism

 Trait and state anger

 Perfectionism

 Depression

 Anxiety

 Stress

 Poor physical health

Protective Factors (Decrease Risk)

 Extraversion

 Conscientiousness

 Hours spent with friends

 Social support

 Job and/or home competence

 Purpose in life

Source: Mansour et al., 2021
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1.Breaks the ice with new 
relationships

2.Allows you to keep in touch 
with people far away

3.Delivers instant notification of 
important events

4.Helps build friendships

5.Accesses diversity of opinion

6.Relieves stress
Source: Price-Mitchell, 2014





“If every person who’s in 
pretty good shape can make a 
commitment to reaching out 
to one person they are 
concerned might be lonely 
once a week, that would be a 
good thing.”
 Richard Weissbourd, 

psychologist at the Harvard 
Graduate School of Education



 Reflect on our own and others’ social 
connections
 Try the “Create Your Personal 

Sociogram” resource from the Summit

 Social comfort pre- and post-COVID 
isolation
 Give yourself compassion for being 

rusty, and try “The Social Connection 
Planner” resource from the Summit

 Talk about social connection with 
others



 Take one week to explore your own 
social and digital media use
 Who? (or with Whom?)
 What?
 When?
 Where?
 Why?

 Consider apps like Screen Time to 
collect data across sites

 BONUS: Ask your family, friends, and 
colleagues about their perceptions of 
your use



 Practice mindfulness to learn what 
drives social media use (e.g., escape 
anxiety, boredom, etc.)

 No phones while out on 
date/meal/walking

 Identify ways tech can SUPPORT or 
expand existing connections

 Model boundaries in your use



Whatever works for you!
Ex. Phone calls, journaling, writing letters, texting, video 

meetings, social distancing gatherings, gaming apps w/ 
friends, religious practices, volunteering, etc.



 Doctors’ offices: Ask about loneliness

 PK–12 schools: Relationship mapping

 Colleges and universities: More deliberate student-staff opportunities

 Senior centers: Multi-generational activities

 Workplaces: Check in more deliberately

 City agencies: Promote existing opportunities for connection

 Federal, state, and local service opportunities: More organized volunteer service 
opportunities to connect communities

Source: Weissbourd et al., 2021
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